Cogeneration scheme of using SER of gas-processing plant
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This article describes the thermal protection schemes application of the secondary resources to generate electricity, as well as the technological plan for energy disposal plant is given. The analyses of numerous research works in the sphere of thermodynamic effectiveness of power plant cycles with different working substances were presented. It is shown that the application of secondary resources provides a considerable volume of electricity for balance-of-plant needs.

Important problem of oil production industry is use of old powerful and economically deficient technologies which require modernization. Significant expenditures energy resources in operating plants doubly-treably exceed foreign counterparts. As for today notable growth tendencies as for substantial consumption of energy by 2,5–3,0 %, heating energy by 8,5– 9,0 %, herewith use of utilized heating decreases by [1–6].

Analysis of activity related to increase of energy efficiency of gas-processing enterprises showed applicability and necessity of integrated problem solution. Technical solutions were substantiated as for creating the source of heating energy saving based on GTCC-TPP [6].

Setting up of system for energy and technological combination gives the possibility to produce technological and energy product within one production. Priority area for development of power utilities enterprises within oil and gas complex is a transition of closed-evaporation systems of energy supply.

Modern oil and gas production provides its needs in heating energy by 50 % in cost of own sources herewith delivery of electricity supply has been insufficiently processed. Temperature potential of high-temperature production areas of organic synthesis compiles for about 800 °C which admits the possibility of using gas-vapor technologies.

In oil and gas-processing plant technological equipments are used actually radioactive-convective furnaces for heating up the oil, natural gas and other liquids in oil-gas gathering systems. Thermal effectiveness of such furnaces is not high enough, thermal power efficiency compiles for about 0,5–0,6. Replacement of burners with more efficient ones gives the possibility to increase power efficiency of modern furnaces up to 0,7–0,8. However, the temperature of reject natural gases reaches about 400–500 °C and it gives the possibility to apply secondary energy resources (SER) for heating and energy supply of enterprises. The use of SER in the systems of heating supply is complicated by restriction of the heat power during the year. Other area of using SER is cogeneration production of heating and energy for own needs of enterprises.

The purpose of activity is increase of energy efficiency of carbon usage equipment for gas-processing enterprise through integration transformation of the heating of reject gases into energy.

Use of energy equipment with low-temperature cycle of Rankine (the Organic Rankine Cycle – ORC) provides deep cooling of combustion materials and steam condensation. Equipments are widespread in industry either new technologies for utilization of waste heat of difference processes. Power efficiency of energy utilization equipments compiles 0,13–0,17 and
the number of power which is additionally produced compules for about 130–150 kW for MW of established heating power of carbon usage equipment which provides production and consumption of energy for own needs. Reconstruction of heating boiler stations in mini TPP with the use of gas-turbine or gas piston equipments provides production per 1 MW of established electric power of 1.5-2 MW heat. Herewith the expenses for electric consumption decrease, the reliability of heating supply systems increases including alarm station during network electricity supply. However there are problems in placement of gas-turbine additional structures in boiler facilities. In case of using other fuel (carbon, residual oil) application of vapor turbines or reciprocating engines is also possible for production of electricity but their power efficiency is significantly lower than in gas-turbine ones [6–13].
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In low-temperature ORC of different purposes (geothermal, cogeneration and utilization and others) different working substances are used – organic substance and ozone-safe refrigerants because selection of cycle working substance (given efficiency of heat exchanging facility, power efficiency of turbines and pump) in large measure defines efficiency of utilization facility in whole [7, 14–17].

New ozone-safe substances find an application – freons which don’t contain chloride and bromine. Natural refrigerants are preferred (carbon dioxide (R 744), ammonia (R 717), carbohydrates –propane (R 290), isobutane (R 600a), pentan (R 601) and their mixtures). Efficient in cooling refrigerants are mixtures of carbohydrates with ammonia and dioxide of carbon [16].

The results of studies for precritical (Renkin cycle) and overcritical cycles are presented in the articles as for single-stage energy facilities. Working substances R 600, R 600a, R 601a, R
602, R 13а, R 134а, R 142а, R 143а, R 404а, R 407а, R 410а, R 503а, R 600а/R 161, R 600а/R 141, R 600а/R 601, NH₃/R 170, were studied as working heating agent as well as other organic substance and other mixtures.

Thermodynamic activity of cycles is defined by thermal power efficiency of cycles or coefficient of thermodynamic transformation (COP - Coefficient of Performance), as well as energy power efficiency (utilization coefficient). Thermal power efficiency (or COP) is defined in accordance with formula:

$$\eta = \frac{W_{\text{кор}}}{Q_{23}} = \frac{l_{34} - l_{12}}{Q_{23}}, \quad (1)$$

where $W_{\text{кор}}$ is effective work of cycle; $l_{12}$ and $l_{34}$ are accordingly the work of adiabatic compression and enlargement in the pump and turbine in the recycle process; $Q_{23}$ is added heat.

Pressure build-up activity which is used by pump, equals:

$$l_{12} = m(i_2 - i_1) = \frac{m(i_{2\text{S}} - i_1)}{\eta_m}, \quad (2)$$

where $m$ is consumption of working substance; condition 2 and 2S respond to real process and isoentropy $\eta_m$ which is real power efficiency of pump.

Steam expansion in turbine is defined by formula:

$$l_{34} = m(i_3 - i_4) = \eta_T m(i_{3\text{S}} - i_{4\text{S}}), \quad (3)$$

where $\eta_T$ is a real power efficiency of turbine; condition of 4 and 4S respond to real and isotropic processes. Exergy power efficiency or utilization coefficient is defined as ratio of real working power of facility to maximum theoretical power which could be obtained from refrigeration of combustion products;

**Table 1** Flue gases volumes depending on power of furnace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator, m³/hour</th>
<th>Heating power of furnace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 kc/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gases volumes upon normal conditions</td>
<td>19 762,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gases volumes upon $t=300$ C</td>
<td>43 287,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gases volumes upon $t=400$ C</td>
<td>46 721,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Powers produced in utilization facilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working substance</th>
<th>$N_w$ kW/kg/s</th>
<th>$\eta_p$ %</th>
<th>$m$, kg/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>17,78</td>
<td>10,4</td>
<td>0,057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₇H₁₆ (heptane)</td>
<td>106,5</td>
<td>18,4</td>
<td>0,53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₈H₁₈ (octane)</td>
<td>109,6</td>
<td>18,9</td>
<td>0,54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₁₀H₂₂ (decane)</td>
<td>114,7</td>
<td>19,4</td>
<td>0,59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₇H₁₆ (80 %)+H₂O (20 %)</td>
<td>138,9</td>
<td>24,3</td>
<td>0,38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$\eta_r = \frac{W_{\text{exp}}}{m_{\text{pr zg}} ([i - i_0] - T_0 [S - S_0])}, \quad (4)$$

where $m_{\text{pr zg}}$ is consumption of combustion products of heat generator; $i$, $i_0$, $S$, $S_0$ is accordingly enthalpy and entropy of combustion products under temperature at the entrance of facility and under environment temperature; $T_0$ is environment temperature.

Thermal power efficiency of cycle (or COP) is changed in short range 0,13–0,16 which insufficiently completely characterizes efficiency of cycles therefore more indicative criterion of the working substance selection is an activity obtained due to steam expansion in the turbine.

Calculations were made based on the following assumptions: temperature difference between combustion products and working substance $\Delta t_{\text{min}}=3$; 5 C; power efficiency of turbine – 0,7–0,8; power efficiency of pump 0,75–0,80; steam expansion process in the turbine is
completed in the single-face area; steam condensation after turbine is carried out in air condenser; the atmosphere air temperature 15 °C (288,15 K).

Due to the study and optimization of cycles by the number of working substance either in precritical or in overcritical cycles in the single-stage energy facility was established where maximum electricity production is provided in overcritical cycle.

As the source of SER preheater of stable condensate is considered in desorber K-230 within oil-absorption facility.

In Kachanivsky GPP the furnace with heating power of 12,0 MW is under operation. Type of heaters is GBP; DLPBS (radiation) or ECO-FLAME, gas consumption - 40 m³/hour (burner); excess air ratio is 1,05; heating power of burner is 395 kW.

Consumption of fuel gas for furnace is 2640 m³/hour. Volume of combustion products (a_c=1,05) are 27 m³/hour; mass consumption of combustion products (t_{up}=400 °C) is 4 kg/s.

Measurement data of heating parameters of furnace show that the temperature of reject gases reaches about 400 hours500 °C and thermal power efficiency of furnace reaches about 0,45hour0,5 (modern ones up to 0,8).

Heating agent-absorbent with a temperature of 210 °C falls within convectional section of furnace where heats up to 250 °C and then to radiation camera where heats up to 310hour330 °C.

As fuel of furnace P-201 fuel gas of high pressure is used, previously separated and heated.

The oxygen content in flue gases is defined with the help of gas analyzers A 172, A 173, portable TESTO-350. Consumption of fuel gas for furnace is 0,38–0,44 kg/s (1360c1584 kg/hour). Number of flue gases which depends upon operating mode of furnace and their temperature is presented in the table 1 (power efficiency 0,8).

Heat balance of cogeneration equipment includes additional placement of heat-exchange unit-evaporator in the gas pipe of furnace. Scheme of energy equipment for heat utilization is presented in the picture.

Meaning of energy equipment parameters is presented in the table 2.

Analyzing number of results we may see that the power which is produced in the turbine with vapor is less by several times than in the turbine with organic working substances.

Comparing different organic substances we may say that the production of specific electricity power in the turbine with decane compiles 114,7 kW/(kg/s). Herewith, mixture of C_7H_{16} (80 %)+H_2O (20 %) gives the possibility to increase specific electricity power up to 138,9 kW/(kg/s) actually by 17,2%.

Comparison results of specific difference of steam enthalpy in turbines with different working substances under t_{th}=347 °C show that for heptanes turbine the specific difference of steam enthalpy compiles 208,6 kJ/kg and for heptane mixture (80 %)+H_2O (20 %) – 375,7 kJ/kg.

In [7] the difference of enthalpy is presented in n-pentane turbine for about 200 kJ/kg under steam temperature of about 350 °C.

Therefore, the specificities of the working substance significantly impact the efficiency of energy facilities cycles.

The use of energy facility in utilization technological scheme of SER of the gas-processing plant under combustion products in the furnace by 6,7–7,7 kg/s (with increase of furnace power up to 11,9–14,7 kg/s) provides production of electricity in the volume of 904–1070 kW and more which may be used for own needs of enterprise (pumps drive, ventilators, compressor sets) and heat of water-cooled condenser in the volume (2,5–3) 10^3 MJ/hour which may be used in the heating system or in the hot water supply of the enterprise.
The results of numerous studies show the possibility of applying utilization energy units with organic working substance which use the heat of reject gases of fuel usage aggregates for production of electricity and heat.
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**NEWS**

*Argentina is going to mine oil and gas from non-traditional collectors*

Shevron Company has signed an agreement with Argentinean company YPF as for investment of 1,24 billion USD dollars in exploration of slate oil and gas in the largest in the South America area of Vaca Muerta in Argentina. Therefore this country would like to grow extraction of oil and gas which during the long period of time keeps on decreasing.

At the initial phase the companies are going to bore 100 holes in the area of Loma La Lata Norte and Loma Campana with an area of 2 thousand ha. At the second stage it is planned to bore 1500 holes. Based on evaluations of American Energy Department the margin of gas in plates in Argentina mainly in the area of Vaca Muerta compile 21,9 trillion m^3^ which is more than in Europe in general.

*Pipeline & Gas Journal/August 2013, p. 16*